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Across
1. a person who designs buildings and makes
sure they are built
properly
3. creatures, such as ghosts
6. a period in American history, lasting from 1920
to 1933, during which the sale of alcoholic
beverages was against the law
8. turned over in the water
9. belief of guilt for a crime
11. to be against something
14. words spoken to cause evil or injury; a spell
15. a covering, which is often decorated, for a
fireplace
18. a very large and grand house
20. the U.S. war between the Southern states and
the Northern
states, which lasted from 1861 to 1865
22. a tall structure from which people can look out
for enemies or other dangers
23. admitted that one has done something wrong
24. a person who carries out a carefully planned
murder
25. rooms for keeping valuables safe

Down
1. blamed for or charged with a crime or doing
something wrong
2. a small hotel
4. a large farm where crops such as cotton or tea
are grown
5. harmful treatment
7. a difficult experience
10. a large loop at the end of a piece of rope
12. a round structure built on top of a roof
13. a story handed down from the past that may
be based on fact but is not always completely true
15. a large group of angry people
16. very comfortable and of high quality
17. bothered or annoyed
19. a wooden structure from which criminals are
hanged
20. another word for cave
21. stories that are told by many people but are
not necessarily true


